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INTRODUCTION
Background:
This project constructed a small Fisheries cabin near the confluence of the Sloko and Nakina
Rivers. This site is the main Canadian sport fishing area and the focus of a creel survey that
augments information for the Taku Chinook mark/recapture program by collecting samples
from the lower Nakina River, as well as monitoring harvest and compliance in the sport
fishery.
The cabin will act as a base for the Fisheries Technicians conducting the creel surveys as well
as providing potential accommodation to other Fisheries or Enforcement personnel. Having
a cabin would provide safer accommodation and food storage, due the high prevalence of
grizzly bears in the area. As well, it would reduce the necessity of having to fly camping gear
and equipment in and out each year.

Objectives:
The main objectives for the project included:
1. Purchase of necessary materials to be pre-cut in Atlin.
2. Transport of materials and construction crew to the site.
3. Construction of the cabin prior to the carcass weir project starting.
4. Reporting out on project activities and costs.

METHODS
All materials were pre-cut in Atlin and slung in by helicopter using a Long Ranger helicopter.
The cabin upgrades took a crew of 4 workers 17 days to complete. Construction began
September 16th and was completed on September 25th.
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Photo 1: Deck construction with removable stairs

RESULTS
The cabin measures approximately 12’ x 16’ and was constructed on a platform deck of treated
lumber approximately 25’ x 23’. The raised deck is approximately 4’ high with removable
stairs to reduce risks to the cabin from any possible floods or large animals.
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Photo 2: Cabin near completion

Photo 3: Completed cabin
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Photo 4: Aerial view of completed cabin

PROJECT PERFORMANCE REVIEW
Below is a list of the measures for project success from the original proposal.
Finishing construction of a weather proof cabin on site: COMPLETED
Keeping to the prescribed timeline: SUCCESSFUL
Staying within the original budget: SUCCESSFUL
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